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Roosevelt Park Master Plan
Design team:
 uRbanDetail, Noah Resnick, Principal
 Tadd Heidgerken, Architect
Project Manager:

 Phillip Cooley

In 2008, local designers teamed up with small business owners and community 
members to engage the Roosevelt Park in the Corktown neighborhood of Detroit. 
The team sought to leverage and coordinate various volunteering and funding 
efforts that were abundant throughout the city. On a pro-bono basis, and with the 
direction of local non-profits and community members, this collaborative of creative 
professionals proposed an ‘open framework’ intended to evolve as community 
interaction with the park defined its program. This framework can be defined as 
an organizational system within which a series of incremental community-based 
programmatic interventions are deployed over a number of years.  The vision for 
Roosevelt Park is one that would provide a range of public amenities to serve the 
local neighborhood on a daily basis, as well as provide a regional attraction by hosting 
planned musical, cultural, gastronomic, and athletic events.  While the city government 
was unable to give major financial support, they both approved and encouraged the 
initiative, as it dovetailed into the Parks and Recreation Department’s mission. In an 
effort to develop a comprehensive program for the park ‘master plan’ that balances 
these desires, members from the community were interviewed and asked to provide 
input into all programmatic elements. 
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Aerial of Strategic Concept Plan

The ‘Master Plan’, as such, does not take the form of an explicit document, to be 
executed over a set period of time, according to a linear sequence of construction 
benchmarks. The design instead consists of an adaptable, narrative, non-linear 
phasing plan that reacts to this framework.  The four overlapping phases of the park’s 
development – Revealing Program, Demarcation, Claiming Community Territory, and 
Suturing – all represent specific land-use and construction strategies that will facilitate 
the insertion of park elements on a seasonal, annual, and permanent basis.  Each of 
these overarching principles will interact to create a public amenity that can attract 
visitors from all over the metro-region, while simultaneously empowering the local 
community to take control of their urban space.  Any combination of these phases 
might be occurring at the same time, some may occur perpetually, and some may 
occur in a cyclical manner - but they need not happen chronologically.   

Phase: Revealing Program
A fundamental tenet for establishing a successful trajectory for the development 
of Roosevelt Park is to maintain an open dialogue with the various neighborhood 
stakeholders regarding the programming of the interventions.  This discourse with 
the community members insures that a balance of local amenities – play-spaces, 
athletic courts, etc… - and regional assets – amphitheatre, skate plaza – is achieved.   
The dialogue encourages active participation in the planning, staging, and attending of 
neighborhood events and activities within the park.  These programmed events, which 
range from concerts to food festivals to sporting competitions, serve to celebrate 
the lifestyle associated with living in Detroit, while also providing an opportunity 
to raise awareness and funding for the continuing development of the Roosevelt 
Park project.  The implementation of this temporal event programming continuously 
alters the prevailing daily usage, atmosphere, and perception of the urban space by 
acting as a marker of the park’s evolution.
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Phase: Demarcation
As the Open Framework becomes incrementally occupied by various community 
based programmatic interventions, a strategy is required to address the unoccupied 
and interstitial zones that remain. The demarcation phase intends to transform 
the entire landscape into a tableau, which will physically communicate the future 
development possibilities latent in the park. This tableau is not an element overlaid 
onto the groundplane, but an extrusion of the materiality inherent in the greenspace 
– a controlled maturation of the natural tall prairie grasses and wildflowers. This 
landscape canvas – which will be integrated with bioswales and require little to no 
maintenance - will be inscribed with the organizing grid lines and design patterns 
through the simple methods of mowing, clipping, and transplanting.  The creation 
of open zones accented with the seasonal blooming of flowers will announce the 
location and scale of the forthcoming interventions.  Each incision into the tableau 
will take place as a participatory community event resulting in the construction of a 
programmed element. As the landscape erodes due these incisions, the remnants of 
the tableau serve as a palimpsest recording the history of the phasing process through 
a spatial record of the program revealed, and territory claimed by the community.



Phase: Claiming Community Territory
From the project’s inception, a reliance on Detroiters’ strong sense of self-
empowerment was leveraged to make the vision of Roosevelt Park Project as much 
about activating people as activating the exterior urban space and abundance of 
empty structures on its perimeter. Of all the abandoned buildings in the city of 
Detroit, none is as recognizable, infamous, and controversial as the magnificent beaux 
arts Michigan Central Station who’s presence dominates the park’s landscape. The 
structure stands windowless, skeletal, and patinaed – a modern ruin.  Roosevelt Park, 
for decades laid fragmented and unused since the station’s closure in the late 1980s. 
The park’s former state of disrepair – with dead trees, weeds, and overgrown paths – 
mirrored the abandoned structure that loomed over it, becoming an unlit refuge for 
the down-and-out, a makeshift campground for the homeless. Although it was a public 
park, the city lacked the funding to adequately maintain the sidewalks, greenspace, 
and trees, rendering it largely unusable.  In the summer of 2008 the collaborative was 
approached by a philanthropic organization to help facilitate a one day volunteer 
clean-up of a local public space.  The collaborative immediately identified Roosevelt 
Park as the appropriate venue for this effort due to both the iconic status of the 
train station, as well as its prominence within the dynamic Corktown neighborhood. 
Also recognized was the potential for this limited financial and volunteer donation to 
be parleyed into the seed for what would become the subsequent open framework 
design.
The initial intervention was to serve as an announcement that the park was again 
part of the public realm. It revolved around a series of small to medium scale 
interventions that fit within the larger framework of the master plan. Each of these 
individual interventions was supported by a specific grant, donation, or volunteer 
effort from the community, city, or local and regional businesses. The final designs for 
each parcel emerged as funding and or donated materials were secured. Since the 
inception of this master plan in the Summer of 2008, a number of these initiatives 
have been designed and constructed. 
The initial intervention was implemented through the support of Daimler Financial, 
who provided a financial grant of $10,000 as well as a crew of 60 volunteer workers 
for one day. 
In conjunction with Daimler Financial’s grant, this intervention was completed with 
$50,000 of in-kind donations. The volunteer effort provided much of the preparatory 
site work. In addition, the grant yielded the first design element of the park, which 
was the transformation of a large triangular asphalt traffic island into a sculptural 
planted public space from which to view the landscape and the dramatic façade of 
the train station. This helped to define the axis leading to the M.C.S. and extend the 
park into the community for broader interaction. 
The success of this first intervention convinced the philanthropic institutions to 
quadruple their financial commitment to the Roosevelt park effort the following 
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Initial Intervention: Sculptural Planted Island
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Proposed Intervention: Skate Plaza / Signage

summer, with an additional financial commitment of $30,000 and 60 volunteers from 
Daimler Financial for construction. In conjunction with Daimler Financial’s grant, this 
intervention was completed with a $13,500 cash grant from neighborhood restaurant, 
Slows BBQ, as well as $250,000 of in-kind donations.  The second community build 
consisted of a reflective garden space situated on the crescent shaped parcel of land 
at the foot of the Michigan Central Station. The design drew inspiration from the 
impressive presence of the M.C.S. by transposing the vertical structural geometries 
of the facade onto the horizontal groundplane. The focal points of this landscaped 
element utilized a series of large granite paving slabs donated by the City of Detroit. 
In addition to the stone features, native tall grasses form intimate spaces for users to 
relax and view the building. A community green parking lot with 50 spaces adjacent 
to the park was then built by local business owners, in order to support the proposed 
reorganization of streets and commercial development adjacent to the park. The 
viewing island and parking lot both demonstrate the effectiveness of the park project 
to positively impact and draw together the surrounding urban fabric.
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Strategic Concept Plan

Phase: Suturing
While many of the programmatic elements are informed by a dialogue with various 
stakeholders, the formal attributes of the park landscape are influenced by the adjacent 
urban strategies, landmarks, and development potential.  Conversely, it is the intention 
that the transformation of Roosevelt Park’s identity will incite additional commercial, 
cultural, and residential development onto the surrounding neighborhood.  It is in this 
way that the project can both fill the urban void and bridge the disparate zones of 
the neighborhood that resulted from the existing conditions.  
As a primary example, the activation of the park due to the implementation of this 
open framework process has renewed the public discourse regarding the potential 
adaptive re-use strategies for the Michigan Central Station, which had previously 
been slated for demolition by the city.
There exists a bright optimism that Roosevelt Park is being reborn, and can once again 
serve as a centerpiece for the cultural and economic growth of the neighborhood.



Strategic Concept Plan
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This project represents an alternative to the Fordist model of a top-down, hierarchal 
urban design process that ultimately resulted in the horizontal decentralization of the 
post-industrial city.  Rather than relying on a rigid set of land-use rules put in place 
by an administration that favored primarily industrial and commercial interests, the 
Roosevelt Park design team established a set of flexible parameters that guide the 
development of a public space, which is both informed and approved by the entire 
community.  This alternative process is based on the logic of an ‘open framework’ that 
addresses the evolutionary nature of community through an understanding of the 
park as a public process, rather than a planned architectural outcome.  The strategy 
thus involves crafting a dynamic site that reacts to an educated and involved local 
population, while serving an engaged regional audience. 
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Volunteer and Community Involvement
To move forward with the community’s vision for Roosevelt Park, a group of 
residents, local business owners and civic leaders have formed the Roosevelt Park 
Conservancy. The Conservancy is charged with implementing capital improvements, 
execution of the master plan and to eventually assume the role of programming and 
maintenance of the park from the City of Detroit.

In November of 2010, over fifty volunteers from across the country gathered at the 
Detroit Civic Intervention to develop ideas for Roosevelt Park.  The charge, lead 
by a team from Create Here, of Chattanooga, TN, was designed to bring talented 
people of different backgrounds together, to work collectively for 48 hours on 
the Park. One team of volunteers worked on developing a website for the effort, 
(rooseveltparkrevival.org) and created a working document documenting the 
community effort to revive the park.  This team, of writers, technical oriented folks 
and non-profit leaders, help develop the tools required to continue the process of 
development.  

The two other teams worked on developing installation place markers for the park.  
The first installation spells out R-O-O-S-E-V-E-L-T along the edge of the park facing 
Michigan Avenue.  The second installation spells out P-A-R-K spread out in the 
park, serving as place markers for programmatic proposals such as the Play area, 
Amphitheater, and the Recreation area.  Another team of volunteers planted 1000 
tulip bulbs in the park, 19 donated trees and spread mulch.

The DCI event created momentum for the Park and the concentrated effort of a 
few days helped to develop a network of support across the country.  

Photo Credit : Steven McGee
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